
The KRONNER SIDE-KICK 

Abbreviated Instructions for Use
for holding the VCare uterine manipulator

For detailed instructions see the INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE booklet or CD
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1.  Attach the gas supply module to the operating table rail and turn off the 
module switch.

2.  Connect the gas supply hose to the hospital nitrogen supply.
3.  Position the foot pedal.
4.  Attach the rail grip to the rail.
5.  Slide the pivot rod into the rail grip. 
6.  Insert the outer arm into the pivot.
7.  Insert the inner rod into the outer arm.
8.  Attach the single gas line to the pivot and the other end to the 

gas supply module #1.
9.  Attach one branch of the branched line to the outer arm luer.
10.  Attach the second branch of the branched line to the inner rod ball joint luer.
11.  Attach the other end of the branched line to the gas supply  module.
12.  Attach the adapter to the inner rod.
13.  Attach the adapter to the manipulator after insertion of the manipulator into

the patient,  see VCare instructions below.
14.  Turn the gas module switch to “ON”.
15.  When repositioning the manipulator, step on the foot pedal #3.

Attaching the SideKick assembly to the operating table rail.

Attaching the adapter to the Inner Rod

Attaching the adapter to the V-Care manipulator 

1.  Connect the adapter to the inner rod by 
sliding the two adapter notches over the 
two inner rod pins and rotating the adapter
clockwise.   Gas pressure must be off during
this step. notch

pin

1.  With the gas off, place the V-care handle                                                                                                                                                                 
grip over the V-care handle.

joining
screw

adapter

Vcare handle
Vcare handle grip

2. Tighten the joining screw.
Support the arm until the gas is turned on.

Foot pedal guard not shown

United States Patent 8,485,484.B2

Warning: Do not attach a gas line to a
uterine manipulator, extreme danger.

Detailed instructions on Kronner.com


